I-UCR Training

State-wide training will begin in June and will continue through October. Detailed instruction will be provided on all I-UCR mandated reporting elements and data submission processes. Training is ideal for personnel new to I-UCR reporting, as well as providing an excellent review for those who have attended previous training. Repeat attenders are encouraged as critical revisions to Index Crimes, Hate Crime, Supplemental reporting, as well as detailed instruction on the new School Incidents reporting element effective with the 2014 reporting year, will be presented. Agencies are limited to sending two personnel to each training session to maximize the number of agencies that can participate at each location. All training sessions will begin at 9:00 a.m. and conclude at 3:30 p.m. There is no cost for the training. To register, complete and fax the registration form in the Forms and Guidelines Section located near the bottom of the web page to 217/524-8850 unless otherwise noted for a specific location. Ensure an e-mail address for each attendee is provided on the registration form.
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